
Technical documentationNetSync client and serverMarcus Carlsson, Anders Lindgren, Anne-Marie Ljungstr�omDaniel Marklund, Jonas Ohlsson Ranta, Mats Reutersw�ardComputer Science and Electrical EngineeringLule�a University of Technology, SE - 971 97 Lule�a, Swedenfcarmar-6,andlin-7,annlju-6,mardan-6,jonohl-6,matreu-6g@sm.luth.seMay 24, 2000AbstractThis document describes the server and client for the NetSync protocol implemented as part ofthe networking project course at Lule�a University of Technology. The server was implemented as adaemon for the FreeBSD operating system, and the client was implemented for PalmOS.1 IntroductionIntroducing a method to install rather excellent data on a handheld device from a server was the goal ofour project. To convince ourselves and others that it really works, it is however crucial to have a workingprototype of a server and client for the NetSync protocol[3]. This document describes the design andimplementation of these and also mentions known bugs and other bad things about the prototypes.2 Client2.1 DesignThe main design of the client is shown in �gure 1. We divided the client into seven modules, describesbelow.
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Figure 1: The main design of the NetSync client.2.1.1 mainThe main module is where we do much of the system interaction necessary at startup and shutdown ofthe program. This is also the place where we establish contact with the network.1



2.1.2 protocolThis module is sort of the core of the entire program (without a module implementing the NetSyncprotocol, this wouldn't really be a NetSync client). Our design goals with this module was that it shouldbe as general and platform independent as possible to make it easy to port it to other platforms. We havesucceeded in this pretty well (except some system calls for allocating memory and so which we need). Toachieve this, we run a function called initnetsync before starting the synchronization. To this functionwe pass a lot of function pointers that will later be used by this module for interaction with the system(the functions are e.g. functions to read and write from and to the network, install and delete software,and so on). The majority of these functions are de�ned in the Functions module which has no purposeof its own other than providing functions that Main can give to the protocol module.2.1.3 dbThis is the module that keeps track of all the software that are installed on the Palm, and all theinformation about it that need to be stored. It is also the responsibility of the database module to gothrough the database and �nd out if something have changed, and maybe calculate things such as MD5checksums before each sync.The di�erent exported functions available are:nsdb open() Opens the database. Should be called before calling any other function in the db module.nsdb close() Closes the database.install(int progID, char *name Boolean size, Boolean cksum) Adds an entry to the database(with invalid set to true).validate(int progID) Sets invalid to false for the entry with the speci�ed program ID.delete(int progID) Removes an entry from the database. Does however not remove the program itself.getNumItems(int fastsync) Returns the number of items in the database. If fastsync is non-zero,only returns the number of items that are dirty, i.e. that should be reported to the NetSync serverat a FastSync.getItembyIndex(int index) Returns the item at speci�ed index.getItembyprogID(int progID) Returns the item with the speci�ed program ID.getItems(int fastsync) Returns a list of all items. If fastsync is non-zero, only returns the itemsthat should be reported to the server at a FastSync.getNamebyprogID(int progID) Returns the name of the program with the speci�ed program ID.update() Update the database. This goes through the entire database and updates each entry if needed.It checks if it has been modi�ed since last update (in which case the dirty ag should be set),and makes sure that the programs are still there (and removes any entries that are pointing tonon-existing programs), and that no invalid entries are left in the database.Before doing a NetSync, the update function should be called to make sure that the entries in thedatabase are correct.When the client receives an installmessage it will call the install function before starting to installthe program. After �nishing it will call the validate function to clear the invalid ag. The reason wedid like this is that we want to make sure that we realize the possibility of something going wrong duringthe transfer and installation of the program, thus causing us to have parts of programs lying around. Ifsomething goes wrong now, we will already have an entry for the program in the database (so we knowthat this has been installed by NetSync), but that entry has the invalid ag set. The next time theupdate function is run it will �nd the invalid entry and will remove that and any partial installations aswell.2.1.4 MD5This module is used to calculate MD5 checksums. Here we have just used the reference implementationfrom [2] where MD5 is described, with the addition of some Palm-speci�c functions to calculate the MD5checksum of a PalmOS database. 2



2.1.5 Con�gThis module just provides a user interface to let the user con�gure certain parameters such as the serverand port to use for the synchronization, the password, and if any password should be used.2.1.6 LogIt can be interesting for the user to be able to �nd out what has happened during a sync and thereforewe have this module that logs all the actions for later inspection.2.2 ImplementationThe implementation of the client was written in the C programming language[1] with the GNU PilotSDK and PRC Tools. The GNU development tools for PalmOS development can be downloaded at thePalmOS Development Zone at http://www.palmos.com/dev/ .When the program is started we open the database of the installed programs and the one containingthe logs. If any of these does not exist, they are created. The Net library is also opened during startup(the Net library is needed for the functions communicating over the Internet). The initnetsync()function is with lots of function pointers to the di�erent functions that should be used by the protocoland then the main form is opened. This form contains a list of all the installed programs and buttons toview details of items and start a synchronization. The Palm OS is event driven so the main part of theprogram consists of event handling. Most of the things we do in the event handling routines are prettystraightforward, we open the necessary forms and retrieve the data to show in them. One of the moreinteresting thing however happens when the Sync button is clicked as that causes the client to connectto a server and perform a synchronization. To do this it calls startnetsync() which is the part of theprotocol module that does all the work of the protocol and contains the state machine.The protocol module is however also quite straightforward and only does what one might expect, itreads the messages from the network into appropriate structures, and depending on the state and themessage received it performs the correct actions.For further implementation speci�c information we refer to the source code as it is rather well com-mented.2.3 Known bugs and other bad things2.3.1 Known bugsThere are no currently known bugs.2.3.2 General bad stu�When programming for Palm devices or any other handheld device, memory usage is crucial. PalmOShas the possibility to allocate memory in relocatable chunks instead of e.g. an ordinary Unix systemwhere memory can only be allocated in non-relocatable chunks. The bene�ts of allocating memory inrelocatable chunks is that the operating system can move those chunks around in order to free morecontiguous memory. However, these relocatable chunks need to be locked before accessing them. In ourimplementation we have used this feature very little (i.e. we have allocated memory in non-relocatablechunks instead), which may be a thing that could be improved. We do however most of the time onlykeep a chunk allocated for a shorter period of time, and than the gain of allocating it as a relocatablechunk would not be that great (if this chunk is locked all the time we have it allocated, it won't be anymeaning to do it that way). We are also aware that there exist memory leaks that also should be �xed.One thing that really should need to be �xed is the doinstall() function in the Functions module.The problem here is that when installing a program, we are forced to �rst read the entire program intoa bu�er and then install it from there. This is a major problem since we have a very limited heapsize. There exist a PalmOS system call (ExgDBRead())that should be able to do the job of installing theprogram directly as we read it from the network, but unfortunately we have not been able to get that towork.
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DatabaseUser InterfaceFigure 2: Main design of the NetSync server prototype implementation3 Server3.1 OverviewThis section describes the design and functionality of a prototype server, using the NetSync protocol[3]. The intended use for the server is to automatically update software at connected clients that arenot up to date. The server must also be able to retrieve speci�c �les from the clients. Parts of theserver implementation is fully functional, designed to be general and thus satisfy future demands fromapplications using NetSync. New options that might be developed can with little e�ort be understoodand handled by the server.The design of the prototype server can be found in �gure 2. The server consists of 5 parts: a networkmodule and interface, a state machine, a protocol library, a user interface, a database and an interfacebetween the protocol library and the database. The main design issue has been to make the protocollibrary as general as possible, and still keep as much functionality as possible in it.The network part handles the connections from the clients, and gives every connecting client itsown process. After the connection is made the state machine is started, and it keeps running until thesynchronization is done. To handle incoming messages the state machine uses functions from the protocollibrary, which in turn uses the database interface to get access to the database. The user interface allowsthe server administrator to retrieve, change or get information from the database.3.2 Detailed description of the serverEach part of the prototype implementation of the server is described in detail below. The NetSyncprotocol library, state machine and the interface should be considered less 'prototype like' than the otherparts. These parts is designed to work on several di�erent platforms, and should be general and insensitiveto future changes in the NetSync protocol, such as new options in the messages.3.2.1 Network interfaceThe Network Interface makes an abstraction of the network communication. We wanted to hide thebehavior and properties of the network module from the rest of the implementation. Thus we createda Network Interface that de�nes the network functionality needed by the protocol implementation, se�gure 3.The requirements of the network module that implements the interface, is that it should provide areliable delivery and retrieval of messages, like TCP does. TCP provides the correct functionality and isrecommended to use for the underlying protocol. But as long as the communication can be de�ned as areliable bytestream it doesn't matter what protocol that is below NetSync.Our prototype implementation of the server module uses TCP as communication protocol underNetSync and can handle several concurrently connected clients. Each client is served by a dedicatedprocess. 4
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Figure 3: The design of the Network Interface and the State MachineDesign In the speci�cation of the Network Interface there is no design requirements other then thatthe server must implement the Network Interface. The main purpose with a Network Interface is to hideall design issues and the most of the implementation of the network communication.Our implementation of the network module has a very simple design. There is a main process thathas the responsibility to detect requests for TCP connections. As soon as such a request arrives a newprocess is created. This new process establishes the TCP connection to the client and then passes thecontrol of the communication to the state machine through a call to startSession().Functionality The Network Interface clearly speci�es the network functionality needed by the protocolimplementation. The functionality requirements is speci�ed in such a way that all responsibility for asecure and reliable communication lies under the NetSync protocol.When the TCP connection is up and running the state machine takes control over the session. Thestate machine uses two functions from the network part, one for reading and one for writing messages.readMsg(char *, int) function When the readMsg(char *, int) function is called from the statemachine, it is supposed to return complete messages. This is not a strict requirement, the state machinecan handle segmented messages, but if the messages is delivered in one bundle they should arrive in thesame condition.writeMsg(char *, int) function The writeMsg(char *, int) function must take the char array givenas argument and send it to the connected client and then return.3.2.2 State machineA state machine is started for each client connected to the server, and it keeps running until the synchro-nization is done and the session is over. The state machine follows the NetSync protocol speci�cationand could be included in the protocol library.Design The state machine is designed from the state chart of the NetSync protocol speci�cation. Ittakes care of incoming messages from the client, using the protocol library, and returns the proper messageto the client. Figure 4 is a Nassi-Schneiderman diagram for the state machine.Functionality The �rst thing done when the state machine is started is to use a function from thenetwork interface to read the incoming message. The incoming message is parsed using a function in theprotocol library, which returns a message id. If the message id is one that is expected, the state machinecalls a function from the protocol library, which takes care of the message.The state machine does not have to decide what to do next, it simply uses a function from the protocollibrary to get the correct reply message. This message is sent to the client using a function in the networkinterface. Depending on the message sent the state machine changes it state, and the expected messageid for the next incoming message. After that the state machine is ready to receive the next message.int startSession() function The startSession function is started from the network interface, and itimplements the whole state machine. It uses functions from the network interface to receive or sendmessages. When receiving a message, functions from the protocol library, the rcvMsg functions, is usedto handle the message. A function from the protocol library, getReplyMsg, is used to get the next messageto send to the client. 5



startSession() | State machine for the NetSync protocolstate=LISTENnot END SESSIONnot PARSE DONEint readMsg(char *, int) (Returns nr of read bytes or err)int parse(char *, int, void *) (Returns msgID)ZZZZY Expected msgID ����NZZZZ msgIDHELLOhello(msgStructHello *)(Exec necessaryactions for hello) AUTHORIZEauthorize(msgStructAuthorize *)(Exec necessaryactions forauthorize) ABORTabort(msgStructAbort *)(Exec necessaryactions for abort) ITEMSitems(msgStructItems *)(Exec necessaryactions for items) CATCHcatch(msgStructCatch *)(Exec necessaryactions for catch) STATUSstatus(msgStructStatus *)(Exec necessaryactions forstatus)
exit()(Error:Receivedunexpectedmessage)int getReplyMsg(char *, int *) (Returns sendMsgId)int writeMsg(char *, int) (Returns err)Change set of expected msgIDChange stateFigure 4: A Nassi Schneiderman diagram of the State Machine implementation.3.2.3 Protocol libraryDesign The protocol library is designed to be as general as possible, but still have as much functionalityas possible. It will work properly even if new options are added to the NetSync protocol speci�cation.All options are taken care of and implemented in the database interface. This means that if new optionsare added to the protocol speci�cation they have to be implemented in the database interface.Message structs are implemented in the library for each message de�ned in the protocol. For greaterexibility in the communication between the server and the client, options are used. Messages withoptions has a pointer to a list of option structs in the message struct.Functionality Most of the functions in the protocol library handle received messages or messages thatare going to be sent, see �gure 5. Both the state machine and the database interface call the functionsin the protocol library. Functions used by the state machine is: The parser, a function to get the replymessage and the functions that handle the received messages. The database interface calls the sendmessage functions, which put together the reply message and inserts it into a queue of messages that isto be sent.The function to get the reply message returns the messages from the message queue one by one. Themessage queue is useful when the server wants to put together a series of messages. For example, afterreceiving an item message from the client, the server can decide to send a number of delete-, install-,gimme- and touch messages. 6



int sndMsgGimme(netSyncMsgGimme *msgGimme)

int rcvMsgAuthorize(netSyncMsgAuthorize *msgAuthorize)
int rcvMsgAbort(netSyncMsgAbort *msgAbort)
int rcvMsgItems(netSyncMsgItems *msgItems)
int rcvMsgCatch(netSyncMsgCatch *msgCatch)
int rcvMsgStatus(netSyncMsgStatus *msgStatus)
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int getReplyMsg(char *msg, int *msgLen)
int parse(char *buf, int bufLen, void *msg)

int sndMsgVerify(netSyncMsgVerify *msgVerify)
int sndMsgAbort(netSyncMsgAbort *msgAbort)
int sndMsgWelcome(netSyncMsgWelcome *msgWelcome)
int sndMsgInstall(netSyncMsgInstall *msgInstall)
int sndMsgTouch(netSyncMsgTouch *msgTouch)
int sndMsgDelete(netSyncMsgDelete *msgDelete)

int rcvMsgHello(netSyncMsgHello *msgHello)

Figure 5: Functions in the NetSync protocol libraryint getReplyMsg(char **, int *) function This function is called from the state machine, to getthe next message to send to the client. *buf points to the �rst message in a queue of messages waitingto be sent.int parse(char *, int, void *) function The function parse(char*, int, void*) takes as input a stringof chars and returns a pointer to a struct holding the parsed items. If the function successfully manageto parse the input data it returns a message identi�er.int rcvMsg***(netSyncMsgStruct *) functions There is one rcvMsg for each message that canbe received, and there is a msgStruct for each message de�ned in the protocol speci�cation. The receivemessage functions are called from the state machine and performs the necessary actions for the messagereceived. If necessary, they pass the message struct to a corresponding function in the database interface.int sendMsg***(netSyncMsgStruct *) functions There are also functions for each message thatcan be sent from the server, they are called sndMsg***. These messages are called from the databaseinterface where all the decisions what to do next are made. The functions decomposes the message struct,creates messages that can be sent to the client and puts the messages in a message queue.3.2.4 Database interfaceDesign The database is hidden from the protocol library through the use of the database interface(�gure 6). How the the information about the programs and the registered clients is stored and managedis of no interest for the protocol library. The database interface de�nes two things: First what kind ofinformation the protocol would like to store and retrieve from the database. Second, the interface de�nesfunctions that lets the protocol communicate on a high level with the database.Functionality The database interface has functions that can be used in order to manage the database.The database is only indirect accessible to other parts of the server implementation through the databaseinterface. The implementation of the database itself is of no interest to the rest of the server as longas a functional database exists. The database interface assures the rest of the server the messages willbe taken care of in a proper manner. All the handling of options is performed in the database interfacemodule. To build the messages that are to be sent to the client, the sndMsg functions in the protocollibrary are used.makeHandshake(netSyncMsgHello *) function The function makeHandshake checks with thedatabase that clients connecting to the server is registered. Unregistered clients is denied service whereasregistered clients requests for service is granted. 7
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int makeHandshake(netSyncMsgHello *msgHello)
int checkItems(netSyncMsgItems *msgItems)
int insertItem(netSyncMsgCatch *msgCatch)
int synchDone(int)

DatabaseUser InterfaceFigure 6: The design of the Database and the User InterfacecheckItems(netSyncMsgItems *) function The function checkItems checks the list with items sentfrom the client with the message Items. If the database has been modi�ed after the last synchronizationwith the client the server has to inform the client of what actions to perform.insertItem(netSyncMsgCatch *) function Function insertItems modi�es the database with newdata. A modi�cation in the database is noticed by concerned clients the next time they connect to theserver.authenticate(netSyncMsgAuthorize *) function The authenticate function is called from the pro-tocol library when an authorize message is received. The function compares the received md5 checksumwith an md5 checksum calculated using a salt sent in the previous verify message.syncDone(int) function The transmission of data is ended with an endofsync from the server. Theserver records the time stamp of this event and updates the database. The database stores a time stampfor each client, telling when the most recent synchronization with the server was done. This function isnot implemented.3.2.5 DatabaseThe database consists of two parts: One that stores all devices that are registered at the server and onethat stores the information about the programs installed at each device.The implementation of our database is clearly a prototype. We simply use a double liked list to storethe information and all the information is loaded from disk when the database is started. When clientsconnects they get a dedicated process with its own copy of the database in the main memory.3.2.6 User interfaceThe user interface is intended to be used by the server administrator to retrieve, change or get informationfrom the database. It is not implemented in this version of the prototype server.3.3 Discussion and futureThere is a number of things that must be improved in the design before this NetSync server could beused in a real test environment with several clients.First, and probably most important, the database module must be replaced with a real database,with synchronization routines and so on. In this implementation a simple linked list is used. The wholedatabase is loaded into memory when the server is started, and each connected client get a copy of thedatabase. This is clearly a waste of memory, but convenient to use in a �rst prototype.The server is not able to take care of the fast sync, available space and server path options de�ned inthe NetSync protocol speci�cation.No e�ort has been made to limit the memory consumption or other resource usage. We have assumedthat the computer that will run our server will have a su�cient amount of memory. We expect no morethan a few (less then four) clients to be served at once.
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4 Discussion and futureOur client and server are clearly functional, although they lack some of the more exotic features inNetSync such as TTL.References[1] Kernighan Brian W., Ritchie Dennis M. ; The C Programming Language, Second Edition, PrenticeHall, 1988, ISBN 0-13-110362-8[2] Rivest, R., The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm, RFC 1321, MIT Laboratory for Computer Scienceand RSA Data Security, Inc., April 1992.[3] Carlsson M., Lindgren A., Ljungstr�om A-M., Marklund D., Ohlsson Ranta J., Reutersw�ard M.,(2000), NetSync, Lule�a, Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, Lule�a University of Technol-ogy, Technical report
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